
WASHINGTON: Donald Trump met with US
House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy in Florida
Thursday amid a tug of war over the Republican
Party’s future, with congressional leadership
appearing eager to present a united front with the
former president.

Winning back the House of Representatives
from Democrats in 2022 was the primary topic of
the meeting at Trump’s Mar-a-Lago club in Palm
Beach, according to a readout provided by Save
America, a political action committee linked to
Trump. “President Trump’s popularity has never
been stronger than it is today, and his endorsement
means more than perhaps any endorsement at any
time,” it said.

McCarthy, an ally who encouraged Trump’s base-
less election fraud claims, distanced himself from the
outgoing president after Trump was accused of
inspiring his supporters to storm the US Capitol ear-
lier this month. He declared that Joe Biden was the
winner of the November election and that Trump
“bears responsibility for (the January 6) attack on
Congress by mob rioters.”

But on Thursday McCarthy appeared back in
Trump’s graces, as the men grinned broadly in a
handout photograph taken in an ornate room remi-
niscent of a European palace.

“Today, President Trump committed to helping
elect Republicans in the House and Senate in 2022,”
McCarthy said in a statement that also attacked
Democrats for “impeaching a president who is now a
private citizen.” “A united conservative movement
will strengthen the bonds of our citizens and uphold

the freedoms our country was founded on,”
McCarthy added.

House Democrat Katherine Clark expressed
shock that McCarthy was re-aligning with Trump
after the “seditious” Capitol assault. Despite
“active threats of violence,” she said, “Kevin
McCarthy’s response is a photo op with the trea-
sonous instigator.”

With Trump impeached for an unprecedented
second time, and the Senate girding for his trial, it
was unclear how much political clout Trump would
retain beyond his presidency. But recently several
Republicans, following polling showing strong party
support for Trump, have signaled they will remain in
the brash billionaire’s orbit-or at least not publicly
break with him.

Pro-Trump Republicans will hold huge sway in
the coming years. They are a large enough contin-
gent to influence the Republican primaries. But
should Trump be cast out and they abandon ship, the
party would be severely weakened in its attempts to
challenge Democrats for congressional control.

“You have the Trump wing of the party, wanting
to purge those who have stood up to the presi-
dent’s lies, (and) you have the establishment wing
of the party wanting to purge the party of Trump,”
Republican former congressman Carlos Curbelo
told MSNBC.

The US Capitol police officer who died after
being injured in the January 6 attack by pro-Trump
rioters will lie in honor at the building’s Rotunda,
lawmakers said Friday, a mark of respect rarely
bestowed. Brian Sicknick was reportedly struck in

the head with a fire extinguisher while struggling
with the rioters who swarmed through the halls of
Congress.

The 42-year-old member of the force that pro-
tects the ground of the Congress returned to his
division office where he collapsed and was taken to
the hospital, according to the Capitol Police.

He died the next day, they said, bringing the death
toll from the violent attack to five. “The US Congress

is united in grief, gratitude and solemn appreciation
for the service and sacrifice of Officer Brian
Sicknick,” said Speaker Nancy Pelosi and Senate
Majority Leader Chuck Schumer in a statement
Friday. Sicknick’s actions “during the violent insur-
rection against our Capitol helped save lives, defend
the temple of our democracy and ensure that the
Congress was not diverted from our duty to the
Constitution.” — AFP 
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Nurse takes first vaccine jab in Bolivia

SANTA CRUZ: A nurse on Friday became
the first person in Bolivia to be vaccinated
against the coronavirus, receiving a shot of
Russia’s Sputnik V, which is still being tested.
Sandra Rios Villarte, 40, sat for her first dose
at a public hospital in Santa Cruz, followed
by dozens of other health workers. “I feel
good, excited... a bit nervous, but positive,”
said Rios, adding she “did not feel” the jab.
Bolivia on Thursday received the first 20,000
of 5.2 mi l l ion doses of  Sputnik V i t  has
ordered from Russia. —AFP

Rally in Poland over abortion ban

WARSAW: Thousands protested for a third
consecutive night in Warsaw and other parts of
Poland on Friday after the country’s right-wing
government implemented a court ruling impos-
ing a near-total ban on abortion. Protesters
have defied coronavirus restrictions and sub-
zero temperatures to rally after the controver-
sial judgment was given legal force on
Wednesday. In Warsaw, they waved Polish and
gay rainbow flags and brandished the red light-
ning symbol used by Women’s Strike-the main
organization behind the protests. — AFP

Chinese exec’s bail terms not relaxed

VANCOUR: A Canadian judge on Friday
rejected Huawei executive Meng Wanzhou’s
request to relax her bail conditions as she
fights against extradition to the US on fraud
and conspiracy charges. British Columbia
Supreme Court Justice William Ehrcke ruled
that the Chinese businesswoman must remain
under constant supervision by court-ordered
security guards-imposed after her arrest two
years ago. “The conditions imposed in my orig-
inal bail order are the minimum necessary to
ensure Meng will attend court as and when
required and will not flee the jurisdiction,”
Ehrcke said. — AFP

Lithuania blocks Chinese screening gear

VILNIUS: NATO member Lithuania has
banned the use of airport security-screening
equipment made by a Chinese company over
national security concerns, officials said Friday.
The move came amid increased concern in the
West over Chinese investments in critical infra-
structure, including 5G telecommunications
networks. A government-appointed commis-
sion concluded that the equipment from China’s
Nuctech “does not meet national security inter-
ests,” Rasa Jakilaitiene, a spokeswoman for
Prime Minister Ingrida Simonyte, said. — AFP 

Portugal votes to legalize euthanasia

LISBON: Portugal’s parliament on Friday
passed a law allowing medically assisted dying,
putting the Catholic-majority country on
course to become the fourth in Europe to
legalize euthanasia. Before coming into force
the bil l  must first be signed into law by
President Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa, a staunch
Catholic and conservative who was re-elected
only last weekend. The president-who has yet
to make public his position on the issue-could
also either use his veto against the legislation,
or refer it to the country’s constitutional court
for further study.  —AFP

WASHINGTON, DC: In this file photo taken on May 08, 2020, then US President Donald Trump speaks with US representative
Kevin McCarthy as he meets with Republican members of the US Congress in the State Dining Room of the White House in
Washington, DC. — AFP

Navalny brother, 
aides under 
house arrest 
MOSCOW: The brother and aides of jailed Kremlin
critic Alexei Navalny were placed under house
arrest on Friday ahead of new rallies, as Russian
authorities warned that protesters could face
charges of taking part in “mass unrest”. Moscow
police also announced that on Sunday, when the
fresh protests are planned, movement in the center
of the Russian capital would be limited and seven
central metro stations closed.  Kremlin critics say
authorities are dramatically ramping up pressure on
the opposition in an effort to intimidate protesters
and smother dissent.

Navalny’s plight and the related crackdown has
sparked an outcry in the West, and could be raised
during a UN Security Council meeting next week.
Diplomats said an informal meeting had been tenta-
tively scheduled for Wednesday, officially framed as
a discussion on the opposition leader’s poisoning
last year. Navalny’s team has urged residents of

Moscow to gather Sunday in Lubyanka Square out-
side the headquarters of the FSB security agency
and Staraya Square, where the presidential admin-
istration has its offices.

On Friday, Navalny’s brother Oleg, prominent
aide Lyubov Sobol and Pussy Riot activist Maria
Alyokhina were placed under house arrest until
March 23 for allegedly violating restrictions related
to the coronavirus pandemic by calling for people
to join protests.

The coordinator of Navalny’s Moscow office,
Oleg Stepanov, and Anastasia Vasilyeva, head of the
medical workers’ union critical of the government,
were also placed under house arrest for two
months. Oleg Navalny has already served three-
and-a-half years in prison for an embezzlement
conviction that Kremlin critics say was politically
motivated. He was released in 2018.

The pressure on Navalny’s family and associ-
ates grew after tens of thousands of Russians ral-
lied last weekend in support of President Vladimir
Putin’s most vocal domestic critic. More than
4,000 protesters were detained last weekend and
authorities launched a number of criminal probes.
Several Navalny associates, including Sobol, were
detained following police raids on their apartments
and offices. — AFP 

MOSCOW: Russian opposition activist Lyubov Sobol
reads a book inside a defendant dock at the Tverskoi
district court. —AFP 

AstraZeneca hit
by jab delays, 
disagreements
LONDON: Only a few weeks ago,
Anglo-Swedish pharmaceutical giant
AstraZeneca was being applauded for
the speed with which it developed its
COVID-19 vaccine. Experts heralded
the launch of the jab as a turning
point in the pandemic, not least
because it can be transported and
stored more easily than its
Pfizer/BioNTech counterpart. The
Anglo-Swedish firm also won plaudits
for promising to provide the vaccine
on a non-profit basis to lower- and
middle-income countries.

Now the vaccine has become a
headache, with questions about its
effectiveness, and potential litigation
because of delays in delivery to the
European Union. On Friday, the
European Commission published the
contract it signed with the drugs
group, showing AstraZeneca’s commit-
ment to produce 300 million doses of
the vaccine. A day earlier, an inspec-

tion of a Belgian plant producing the
vaccine was carried out at the request
of the European Commission to exam-
ine production problems at the site.
Italy raised the prospect of legal
action-which would also target Pfizer-
to “get back the promised doses”.

Germany’s Robert Koch Institute
also questioned the effectiveness of
the jab among the over-65s, citing
gaps in test data. All of these tensions
came as the EU mulled approval of the
AstraZeneca jab which was granted on
Friday. It was the third COVID vaccine
authorized by the European Medicines
Agency. The Financial Times said on
Friday the “souring” relationship with
the EU “could hurt the pharma group”. 

“Neither side comes out of this par-
ticularly well,” CMC Markets analyst
Michael Hewson told AFP, adding that
the disputes showed why “the
prospect of vaccine nationalism is so
worrying”. He cautioned that “if the EU
follows through on its threat to impose
an export restriction,” there could be a
knock-on effect of “countermeasures”
from other nations like the UK if sup-
plies slow. The contract with the EU
stipulates that AstraZeneca committed
to its “best reasonable efforts” to man-
ufacture and distribute the doses.

David Greene, a partner in the law
firm Edwin Coe and president of The
Law Society in the UK, said the con-
tract remained “straightforward”, even
if the group was not providing the shot
for profit. He added that the contract
with the EU was governed by Belgian
law, and, as such, “the only place it can
be litigated is in Belgium”. If
AstraZeneca does not demonstrate
that it is using its “best reasonable
efforts” to respect its commitments,
said Greene, it could have breached its

contract and risks potential lawsuits.
But Russ Mould, an analyst for the
online broker AJ Bell, said the financial
consequences of the recent spat need-
ed to put in context. 

“The German questions about the
AstraZeneca-Oxford vaccine, and the
US FDA’s apparent unwillingness to
approve it, are unfortunate and may
not be helpful for the FTSE 100
firm’s reputation, but many other
countries seem happy to keep on
using it,” he said. — AFP

Better behavior, 
immunity behind 
US case decline
WASHINGTON: The trend line is now unmistak-
able: the US COVID outbreak is easing, with new
cases and hospitalizations down two weeks in a
row, even though the overall numbers still remain far
higher than prior to the fall-winter surge. What’s
behind the slide? Experts say there are many rea-
sons, from a better adherence to masking and dis-
tancing measures, to the fact that the holiday period
is now well behind us.

Another factor, at least in some areas of the
country, is that the virus has already burned
through much of the population and is running out
of targets-but easing restrictions too fast could still
upset the current equilibrium and trigger a new
spike, scientists warn. 

Here’s what you need to know. 

Holiday super-surge over
After a summer lull, the US infection rate began

to pick up again last fall, when gatherings began to
move indoors and people started letting their
guards down. Then came the holiday season:
Thanksgiving, Christmas, then New Year’s: a coron-
avirus triple-threat that sent cases soaring as mil-
lions of Americans ignored official guidance and
visited their families and friends.

The US was clocking a daily case average of
more than 250,000 by the second week of January,
and more than 130,000 hospitalizations, according
to data from the COVID Tracking Project.

There are still more than 3,000 deaths on aver-
age per day, because of the lag time, but overall the
metrics are heading in the right direction. “That hol-
iday travel which the virus was exploiting has kind
of dissipated,” Amesh Adalja of the Johns Hopkins
Center for Health Security told AFP.

Caution rises with cases 
The spread of infectious diseases is innately

linked to human behavior. Natalie Dean, a biostatis-
tics and infectious disease expert at University of

Florida, told AFP she saw a “population-level feed-
back mechanism, such that people respond to rising
numbers in their areas.”

She cited how Florida, Texas and Arizona quickly
turned things around after their summer surges.
“Whether through policies or many small behavior
changes, the numbers slow,” she added.

Brandon Brown, a public health specialist at the
University of California, added “there is also less
misinformation compared to before, and it’s hard to
deny the over 400,000 deaths.” But if people
respond to rising cases by becoming more cautious,
the opposite can also be true when infections
decline, warned the experts. 

The current number of confirmed cases in the
US is around 25 million-but we know by now the
true figure is likely to be much higher, and could
be as high as 100 to 125 million people, Stanford
professor Jay Bhattacharya told AFP. We know
that natural infection confers a high degree of
immunity, at least for a period of time, then you
can add the people who have received at least one
vaccine dose (which confers partial immunity) —
currently 21 million. —AFP


